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Tracklist
1 Need more new wrecks
2 Worst of total anarchy [radio single]
3 I'll never be on time again
4 Track to the crux
5 Impulse control [free download single]
6 The wrong lust costs some past
7 Stalk and joyride
8 All the people bite their tongues off
9 The crux
10 Could not find a disease to fight
11 Dont feel groovey
12 Set something on fire

News from Austrian noisepop-slackers KILLED BY 9V BATTERIES. Their upcoming third
album ”THE CRUX” is due in fall 2011. It really took us label-guys by surprise when
those boys with their undeniable Sonic Youth background disclosed they will join forces
with Vienna techno pioneer and producer of the latest Hercules and Love Affair record
Patrick Pulsinger to tweak and refine their very own “Neuhass”postnothing - school. The
results were more pop than the Batts ever had sounded. Whilst songs like “WORST OF
TOTAL ANARCHY“ with broad synth layers reveal an yet unheared twist in the bands
artistic development the first single ”IMPULSE CONTROL“ still feeds all those nerds
crowding the planet, hungry for the old days of Subpop and AmRep outfits, virtuously
spiced up with a knack for contemporary bands like Male Bonding, No Age and
Japandroids.
KB9VB are Wolfgang Möstl (guitar/vocals),Mario Zangl (bass), Mario Loder (drums), Philipp
Ludersdorfer (guitar)
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Bio:
Formed in the provincial town of Weiz, in southern Austria, these boys started out when
they barely had reached their teens. At first they only wanted to record a soundtrack for
a short film their singer, guitarist and principal songwriter Wolfgang had shot, but then
they realised, that Thurston Moore is way cooler than Jim Jarmusch, so they stuck with
the music. Guitars piling up upon each other and sticking out to every imaginable
direction, in a way, making Dionsaur jr. look pretty senior and dropping hooklines at a
rate that madeThey are feeding all those nerds crowding the planet, still hungry for the
sound of old DISCHORD and AmRep outfits, spiced up with a knack for the
contemporary. KILLED BY 9V BATTERIES are gonna release their 3rd full length album
on SILUH. So beware all you eyeliner clones filling the venues everywhere with your
fake “emo”tions worn on your sleeves, here come KILLED BY 9V BATTERIES. So if you
feel alike, put on your armour, hit the streets and show the next hype-band where to
shove it. This is our time! Reclaim it! Throw your limps around to the skystorming sound
of the BATTS!
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